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PREFACE.
Tlie success of any high school depends largely upon the planning of its
The wise planning of a high-school building requires familiarity

building.

with school needs and processes, knowledge of the best approved methods of
safety, lighting, sanitation, and ventilation,- and ability to solve the educatiiitial,structural, and architectural problems presented by the particular building.

Moreover, to secure modern facilities without undue expense the architect

mast be a master of methods of space economy:; and to provide for future
rhaliges and enlargements he must understand methods of secnring elasticity
in Ow plan. 'Co Assist school administrators and school architects in their
study of a few of the chief problems in this tield_the Commission on the
iteurganization of Secondary Education is issuing this bulletin.
The bulletin here presented was drafted by William B. Ittner, architect and
school specialist, St. Louis. who is a member of the committee on the admin-

istration of secondary education, which was originally organized under the
chairmanship of the late Charles H. Johnston.
Both the committee on administration of secondary education and the reviewing committee of the Conunission on the Reorganization of Secondary
Education have at various meetings discussed the report In detail with Mr.
Ittner and both coinmittees give their approval to the report.
C. LA HEN CE

n.

KINGSLEY,

Chairman of the Cominiasion.
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HIGH-SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND'GROUNDS

Part I.
I. GENERAL STATEMENT.
The development of successful stsinidary schotd plants, Whether for senior,
junior, or four-year comprehensive high schools, must be governed first and fore-

most by adaptation to local needs and edtkational polic!es. In other words,
school plants like school curriculums are indigenous and can not be successfully
transplanted. A successful school plant. in one community may prove an educa-

tional misfit and a monument to Aite in another. To be sure, there are certain universal principles applicable to all school buildings, such as safety, ride-

wae natural

light, ventilation. practical economy, and impeccable archi-

tecture. At the saint. time the requirements for health and recreation, for
citizenship. and for vocation are variable and. depend far more on the needs of
ear-h
eommutity. the ability of that community to meet the needs. and the
type of organization of the various educittional activities proposed than upon
any set of standards.
The most that n report of this kind can do Is to enumerate certain cohcluslons
that are the outcome of successful practice. .A consideratiOn of them will In
no way tend to minimize the necessity for a study of local needs. As long as

educational objectives change. and as long as community needs vary, just so
long will the outstanding consideration in the art of school planning and construction he the successful adtiptation of a school plant to the local educational
program..

II. WHAT ADAPTATION INVOLVES.
Since a building must be adapted to serve local educational needs, the initial
step should --be a survey of,educational and housing needs and au analysts of
the activities proposed, not only with reference t the immediate present, but.
also to the future in so far as needs and desires ma to foreseen. The coinamity activities to be served by the school must also be c nsidered. Nor is this
all. For adaptation requires elasticity of plan so that reasonable changes may
he readily and economically made in order to accomnibtlate changed and
Ansions in the educational program and to care for growth in student enrollments.

,

III. ELEMENTS COMMON TO ALL SCHOOLS.
Although no set of rules dan be formulated for the successful planning of
schools for the reasons stated in the foregoing, there are certain requirements
which all school communities may justly demand. The requirements include
maximum safety, adequate lightinf, 1,0nod ventilation, practical economy, and
architectural beauty.
1
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HIGH-SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

1. SAFETY.

The type of building plan, the windier and location of corridors, stairways,
and exits, the height of the building. fire-resistive methods of construction, and
the elimination of basements constitute the chief elements of safety as far as
the building is concerned. Adequate and proper location of the school site is
also an important factor.
(.'t ) THE " OPEN " AND

(1,W4E1)" 1.1,AN.

There are two general types of building plansthe " open" and the "closed"
plan. The " open plan" has its torridly open to natural light on one side, w File
in the "closed plan " the corridor is lined with classrooms on both sides, depending on windows at the ends of the corridors, the sash along the inner walls
of the rooms, and gloss in doors for its light. I iwing to thu. disposition of the
classroos in relation to corridors, stairways, and exits, and on account of the
limited areas open to tire or panic hazard, the " open plan " affords maxinaan
diversity of opinion in regard to the two plans'is really due to the
safety.`
difference inecost, the initial costof the " open plan" being somewhat geenter.
The swing in cost in this instance, however, is ut too grcatva sacrifice, since it
militates against maximum safety and setivice. Where the open plan is net
attainable, a sendopen plan may serve as tt compromise. This plan is possible
by a partial opening of the corridor to outside light or by placing the stairways
along the sides instead of at the ends.

PLATS 1.-CORRIDOR, GROVER CLEVELAND HIGH SCHOOL, ST. LOUIS, MO.

The "open plan " permits maximum light and ventilation In all corridors.
(B) CORRIDORS.

The primary purpose of corridors Is circulation and egress. Adequate circulation is necessary to safety. For tills reason, if for no other, the proper width
and natural lighting of corridors are important and should never be sacrificed

ELEMENTS COMMON to ALL SCHOOL%

in the interests of additional classroom apace. While no fixed rule

dictated, the minimum width for main corridor!, of high schools is 12 to 14 feet.
Ten feet is sufficient for secondary corridors.

PLATE 2.NIAIN CORRIDOR, EDWARD LEE 31cCLAIN 111011 SPHOOL.
GREENFIELD, OHIO.

It main corridors are spacious and well lighted, they serve admirably as galleries for
both permanent and temporary exhibits.
(C) STAIRWAYS AND EXITS.

one of the serious weaknesses

school buildings is the restriction in the

number of stairways for the sake ti reducing cost. Stairways, ample in number
and so located as to reduce horizontal travel distance from classrooms to stairways and exits, are necessary to safety. And they should serve definite groups
of rooms. Then in an emergency, a natural division of students into smaller
groups way he fOrmed and congestion avoided. The required number of stair-

ways and exits may be determined by calculating the number of students on
each floor and the number of floors to be served.' It is a problem for each
building. All that can be given is a working rule stiggested b3t!practice and
experience: Namely, that 120 persons in lines, two abreast, cab' pass a given
point in less than 1 minute. And if the building can he emptied in 3 minutes
or less without confusion or congestion, it may be considered safe as far as its
circulation and exits are concerned.
In order to avoid overcrowding, every stairway should be in two runs from
story to story, should have broad landings and a handrail on the balustrade as
well as on the wall. No stair run should be more than 5 feet in width between
wall and balustrade. A width of 4 feet 0 inches is preferred. Such ti stair run
will enable children to descend two abreast in perfect order without pushing
or crowding. To expedite the movement of classes, double flights should be
Installed Wherever kposalble.

108205°22
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HIGH-SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

PLrrs 8.CORRIDOR SHOWING DOUBLE STAIRWAY, CENTRAL FITOTI SCHOOL,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

To expedite the movement of classes, double flights should be installed wherever
possible.

(Di FIRE ESCAPES.

Fire escapes should not be found upon sftool buildings designed for

I he

highest degree of safety, unless they are planned as inclosed stairways and the
ptiPils are required to use them for regular passage at least once a day. Experience has proved that the ordinary tire escape will he forgotten In the panic and
confusion attending a tire, and that the pupils, unless thoroughly acquainted
with them as a means of exit through frequent use, will, by habit, resort to the
stairways. The stairways and exits that the pupils are in the habit of using a
number of times each day during the entire school year always prove to he the
most efficient means of egress in any emergency. If the stairways are properly
proportioned to the number of occupants and located with respect to the rapid
and orderly dismissal of the pupils, the introduction of so-called lire escapes is
likely to prove a menace rather than a further means of pafety.
(E) HEIGHT.

In the interest of maximum safety, as well as comfort, the building should be
low, preferably not more than two stories, and without basement. A three-story
building without basement is better than one having a basement 111141 two stories.
Basements are generally the fire breeders in schools; they offer no advantages

as instruction quarters on account of insufficient height, inadequate natural
lighting, and sluggish natural ventilation even though the window area may be
adequate. Nor are they suitable places for the toilets. The best practice eliminates basements entirely, even for the heating and ventilating apparatus, for
the latter should he located without the main walls of the building to secure
maximum safety.

ILEMENTS COMMON' TO ALL SCHOOLS.
(F) FIRE-RESISTIVE CONSTRUCTION.

The growing scarcity and increasing cost of suitable lumber, together with
constant improvements sad reduced costs of fire-resistive construction, is resulting in a greater !lowlier of-the more substantial, tya of builtlings. Although

the initial cost of fire-resistive buildings is greater than the less substantial
type. they cost less for maintenance anal repairs, and their freedom from tire
'hazard gives added comfort due to the sense of security.
Where funds will not permit of tire-resistive construction throughoute it will
require but a small additional outlay to fireproof corridor floors and stairways.

It). percent of the high-schol enrollment of the country Is in cities of less
than SAIN) ipulation. These small cities are generally unable to erect their
buildings with fire-resistant material throughout. Compromises are usually
The encouraging element In the Sniffler, however. is that while fireresist ive construction is meo mended, safety of buildings depends quite as Bauch
necessary.

upon the type of Initialing plan, utsan cin:ulatiam and egress. height, and the
careful location of its site.

2. NATURAL hGHTING.
Welt has been written on the subject of the proe lighting of schoolrooffkr,
aml authorities are generally agreed that the light Slaa Ild l'01111` from the left
side.

There is, however, a difference of opinion in regard to the quantity to

tar admitted, for obviously there is harm in fala much HS Well its too little light.
It is alsaa obvious that as will(lOW surface necessary for as mins)l in the northern
and eastern latitudes will he entirely too great for schools in Florida, tkuthern
California. or Texas. State legislation has generally bean in the direction of
fixing one-tifth of the door area for glass area regardless of other considerations,
and In some cases as much its one-fourth the floor area is demanded. While
such regulations may beilielpful In preventing serious.mistakes by those unacquainted with school planning, they often become too drastic and harmful when

applied generally to high-school prod*. Indeed, the strict enforcement of
suelHaws in some instances deMands the adoption of excessive story heights or
expensive methods of construction, which result in burdensome costs of school
buildings without commensurate returns.
Cross lighting is, of course, tat he avoided, but in tIle warmer climates it is
..

allint as necessary to provide for a natural air eireuhtth:! In the room as it
is to provide satisfactory lighting. \For this reason small windOws may be In-

troduced on a semi(' side.of the room as well as over the blackboard on its
inner wall.

Again, in many building* particularly of the one-story type, top lighting is
often Introduced; while this method of lighting may be ideal for shops and
many other eooms where the pupil, has the opportunity of shifting his position
and adjusting himself to varying conditions of light, it is decidedly questionable
whether this method of lighting, alone or in combination with side lighting,
will be found generally satisfactory for classrooms. The question of the proper

lighting is intimately associates' with a number of conditiono. Thoroughly
satisfactory results can only be attained after a full consideration of all the
elements involved.

The proper window surface of eunilaterally lighted classroom depends upon
its nidth as well as its height, and while the ratio of glass area to floor area
may be applied generally to traditional elementary schools, its application 'should
be used with discriminating care when applied to high schools. For the reasons

given above, it is impossible, therefore, to dictate any fixed standards Which
Will apply equally well to all the rooms in a high school or to high schools in

6
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different localities; it is a problem for the individual building. In a general
way, however, it may be stated that with the window surface properly Weed
with respect to the desk area of the room, the window surface may be limited to
one-sixth
the floor area in the South and Southwest. Ane-fourth in the northern latitudes, while one-fifth may be token as a good working average for buildings located in the central, eastern, and western States.. In the planning of all
buildings, however,. it is advisable to avoid direct southern exposure fir class-..
rooms.

The type of windows to be adopted for a given building is a matter of Importance. They may be of the ordinary double-hung type, the revolving or

austral type, or the awning of sendopen-thr type. In any event, the windows
_should be arranged in groups, %dil unrrow mullions, and should be carried to
the ceiling of the room.
3. ECONOMIES.
Owing to the increasing diversity
curriculums and the continued development of community and continuatio schtd demands, high-school buildings are
becoming very expensive structure . Moreover, the growth in secondary school
enrollments is forcing a, premium on space. Unfortunately, as many as 50
per cent of our school buildings fall short in the efficient use of floor space.
The measurement of representative school buildings erected within the past live
years in various parts of the country indicates that the -floor space devoted to
instruction varies from 38 to G per cent. Some lo;!hlings have trice as his
proportion of space devotetl to instruction as others. All. of this leads to the

conclusion that there is urgent need for more competent advice based on a
better understanding of all the factors Involved, if school building resources
are to be wisely conserved.
To achieve real economy, planning must .be based upon an understanding of
use. If maximum use of all parts of the plant is secured, then, as a rule, true
economy has been achieved. But maximum use can only be realized when the
component parts of the sch6o1 plant are planned with due regard to their particular functions, the equipment they are to contain, and the correlation and
multiple uses they permit.
Change in the school's activities and in the operating plan will frequently
call for alterations and expansions of the school plant. A carefully developed
plan embodies the possibilities of change with a minimum of cost and without
impairing the natural lighting and ventilation of any quarters. A building plan
to be truly efficient and therefore truly economical must evidence elasticity in
the highest degree.
A sane reduCtion of noninstructiohal space is a factor in economy. Corridors,
stairwetys, offices, and rest rooms are necessary for purposes of circulation,
safety, land administration. But there is a limit to the required size of these
quarter's, depending largely on the size of the school and the type of organization. None of the necessary space can be successfully sacrificed in the interest

of economy, but a well-developed plan reduces noninstructional space to a
minimum.

Everything considered, the two-story is moreeconomical than the one-story
building because it presents fewer problems. One-story schools for small high
sehools are justified in climates whbre light construction is stiffipient.. But in
the colder climates there is no economy in the plan. The numerous exits, the
large exposed areas, the long run of water pipes and heat ducts, together with
the excessive corridor space makes the one-story building More costly and more
difficult to administer, and this without any outstanding educational advantage*
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The cost of construction also affects economy. The-40M' cost of fire-

resistive- construction is greater than the nontire-reslstiv& but it is More
substantial anti costs less for maintenance and repairs. Those whb have the
hills to pay are often deluded into believing that cheap construction is economy.
lint any one familiar with rmildingoperations of any kind knows that cheapness

with regard to necessary anti substantial building projects is the height of
waste and extravagance.
Finally, the eost of buildings,soetimes becomes inflated on account of overelaboration. The beauty of the Washington Monument lies in its majestic

simplicity. It is not ornamentation that gives architectural distinction to highschool buildings. It is instead, " nobility of mast, directness of design, and tine

proportion of emnponent part,." A pleasing exterior is but the evolution of an
efficiently planned interior.

IV. ARCHITECTURE.
Although tiere has been some improvement in schoolhouse design during
recent years, school architecture has not progressed generally to any marked
extent, at any rate not to the point where it may be said to approximate lndiieltality.. Amerivn architecture has made notable strides in other public,
commercial, and domestic buildings, and while we have not, and probably never
shall be able to develop a strictly American style, the work of our ablest archi-

frets hears analiStfikable evidence of a correct application of precedent to
Americtin needs and ideals.

o account of the regularity of the large window spaces and the lack of
counterbalancing wall space. school buildings are exceedingly difficult to handle

arrhiteottrally in it thoroughly satisfactory manner. Nevertheless, It is entirely possible to divorce school buildings from that schoolhouse appearance
which has been so 9baracteristic of the buildings of the past, and to give them an

architectural individuality which will make them stand oui preeminently as
tine best, most thoroughly planned, designed, and eluted structures in the
community. The building itself, both in its interior and exterior treatment,
should constitute a direct appeal toitho best and noblest instincts of the Pupil
by making his environment indicative of the most refined taste in architectural
design and decoration. Such a result, however, can not be brought about
through over-elaboration, an involved or complicated plan, or -tlie lavish use of

ornament. The best things architecturally are those which evidence restraint
and a careful consideration of all the elements involved.

1. THE SELECTION OF AN ARCHITECT.
Recent investigations by the National Education Association's Committee on
Schoolhouse Plannittg, and Construction show that schoolhouse planning has
been in incompetent hands to an alarming extent.. Owing to the many mistakes
evidenced in poorly planned school buildings, and the handicaps such mistakes
are placing on educational progress. achoolmen are becoming alive to the fact
that there is an intimate relation between the building plan and the operatingplan of. a modern school. Consequently, they are awakening to the importance
of employing an expert in school planning. High-school buildings are among

the most complicated and difficult structures to plan and construct. They
demand the highest type of architectural and engineering ability. Their success
or failure depends, in a large, measure, on the professional fitness and executive
ability of the architect.

8
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There are two methods of selecting an architect :
(a) Direct selection.
(6) Selection by competition.
There is abundant evidence through rnany successfully executed high-school
buildings thisoughout the couatry to prove that the most satisfaciory procedure
is to select an architect who, by his professional attainments and xecuted work,
has proven his fitness to handle school buildings.
Where boards of education do not desire to proceed on the basis of direct
selection in the app4lintment of an architect and a competition is held to determine a choice, such competition should be conducted under the program formulated by the Amerivan institute of Architects.' The institute recently compiled
and issued its Circular-of Advice which includes a statement of the principles
that should govern competitions. This circular is intended as a guide to all

who are interested. Committees of the various chapters of the institate
throughout the country are authorized to give their approval to competitions
when so conducted.

V. THE COMPONENT PARTS OF THE SECONDARY
SCHOOL PLANT.
1. THE SITE.
Proper location and adequate size of a high-school site are requisites to the

success of the building Pcoiel- An improperly located site may prose
menace to health-mid may render a school more or less inaccessible. A restricted site defeats, at once, the possibilities of expansion, increases the ditii
culties of it commanding setting, and limits the outdoor Mutational opportunities. The demands upon the site of the present-day high-school sitiare as
follows: Adequate space for physical education. athletic and recroitional quarters;. provision for gardening and horticulture in connection with agriculture
and botanical courses ;.sutileient space for lawns and landscape gardening ; and
space for the expansion of the building without encroaching upon the forevoIng.
t Al LOCATION.

Location includes topography and environment. It is important to guard
against tilled or made ground, excess mors-ture, and improper drainage. DeAired! le sties are high and-well drained. Low ground entails needless expense
for under drainage to insure a dry and healthy condition in the building. Fulled
ground Is usually undesirable and insanitary, due to contamination of the soil.
Difficulties in the construction of foundations also add materially to the cost
of buildings erected on tilled ground. Differences in grade, which might appear
disadvantageous. often furnish the opportunity for a commanding setting of
the building, as well as the means of keeping it immune from ground moisture.
It is desirable that the high-school plant be located reasonably accessible to
its present and potential high-school population,. but this matter should not
'outweigh environment and size of site. Students in the secondary, schools en
well afford a longer walk if, upon their arrival at school, they.can work amid
.pleasing surroundings, with an abundance ti fresh air and light, and freedom
from the noise, dust, and danger of the streel

Lt.

MM.
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program,

authorised by the American Institute of Arvin-

D. C,
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(B) AREA.

There is abundant evidence from experience to prove that no high-school site
should he less than 3 acres-for the most modest building. Of this space 2 acres
ry for ph)sical educatiou. (See Development C.) Five acres is
Are
the minimum for a school of 500 pupils. Nothing short of a 10-acre site will
satti,. for large scipols. And even the schwa of 5(X) pupils requires this larger

sic if it is to include a general athletic field with accommodations for epeeA 12 to 1 acre site is always desirable.
Adequate sites for schools in the smaller cities and towns are qUite readily
secured. For obvious reasons, school authorities in the rger cities have far
tators.

mare difficulty in securing large areas.

In some instep

the problem has been

solved in a fairlAasatisfactory manner by restricting he site of each Minding
to the area necessary for light, air, the outdoor physical education games and

class exercises that can be conducted in a moderate-sized apace, and the
proper setting and estimated expansion of the building. and by appropriating a
single large area. central to a group of schools, toes used as an athletic field in
V0111111011.
1Vherever sufficient foresight has been exercised and large areas

acquired well in advance of city improvement, the problem is easily and
eoniltni41illy solved. To-day most of our young, rapidly growing, industrial
cities are pursuing this policy and realizing its benefits. When adequate sites
for high schools in congested cities are difficult to secure, boards of education
should not fail to use their power of condenmation in order to acquire what is
consistent with tiw larger eslucatimull demands and developments.
C1 DEVEL0P M ENT.

The development of the site involves the correct location, orientation, and
setting of the building, allotment of space for Its expansion, space for planted
foreground, gardens, and outdoor quarters for physical education and recrea-

tion.' Even though all the improvements can not be undertaken at once, a
comprehensive plan must be made at ne outset and.adhered to in developing
the site.

Many of the new high schools are evidencing careful thought with regard to
'heir school lawns and planted foreground, Some communities are even employing landscape architects to develop he nark and garden areas and are organiz-

ing their building and maintenancf corps in such manner that the care of the
grounds is assured. And why ..ot? Aside from their festhetic value there is
no reas,..5 why park spaces simuld not he considered as important educationally
us greenhouses trot indoor laboratories.

The amount of space set aside for gardens will depend largely on the also
of

school and thq,,prectical emphasis on the botanical and agricultural courses
anti the method of organization of the gardening activities. The close proximity

of greenhouses to the gardens, whenever the former are included, adds materially to the ease of administration of both quarters.
Experience has shown that the outdoor quarters for physical education are
most successful when located toward the reef of the building and in dose cor-.
relation with the indoor quarters. There are other successful locations, but In
general the simplest and most satisfactory is usually the rear location.
To meet standard requirements as to space, the smallest school should have at
least two acres for outdoo. r physical education. This space should include space
for baseball, which space will also serve football. Space for two volley ball
games and one playground ball game Is recommended. About 100 students in
action can thus be accommodated at one time, If the school.is to contain more

10
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4, than GOO pupils, the outdoor physical training space should accommodate over
100 pupils at a time and hence must be enlarged proportionately. A quarter

mile running track. pole vault tug, running broad jump, running high jump,
standing .broad jump, and, a spectators' stand wherever inc luded will demand
additional space,.

- A large school can always offer greater and more varied outdoor opportunities to its students than the small school for the an me reason that the large
cities can offer it greater variety of work and ?Wren! 104 het'allt.4e they represent
a concentration of forces. Cities that pursue a policy of a large number- of 'stall
schools with restricted site can not hope to develop the adequate physical educatio layouts tint cities with fewer but larger units (1111 offer. The priacipie
offentrallzation applies to all schools but in particular to high sehool,. tacause
in 'the latter, distance does not loom us an impossible obstacle.

2. THE BUILDING.
IA 1 HEALTH PROVIRIONFI.

The Commission on the Iteonranization of Secondary' FAlucation rta'iIgnirDs
health as a fundamental tobjecthe. If health is to reeebe proper consideration
in seeondary education, then adequate provisions for health must receive the
foremost consideration in the planning of the school plant:

The first requisites t* realization of !milt!.1 as tilt crlucYitioual ohjeclite are
and ventilated work and study rooms. leery school eiliron
safe.
ment should la' a model for health. Sanirtition, good lighting, airiness, and t hoerfulness of surroundings are the menial watchwords of a real sclastl ardliteet.
ought to Is' the slog'in of the housekeeping corps
of school buildings. The proper location of the school plant, adequate site, and
"l7lennlIneRs next to godliness

an efficient building plan ought to result in a physical elIVIM111114111 that fairly

radiates health and wholesomeness. Nothing but a well-orgunized janitorial
service, however, will maintain it as a model of health.
Health programs In high schools generally Include. aside from the 01111100T
Varieties. the OlYttielli activities In gymnasiums, the physical examinations,
medical inspection, and instruction in personal and community hygiene. The
scope of these activities varies all the way from those in the small schools where
practically all the work is developed by one physical director in a limited space
to those In the large, comprehensive high school where ninny specialists such as
physical examiners, nurses, gymnasium, swimming, and athletic instructors are

employed and the physical activities are so diversified that the needs of all
groups may be met.
Owing to the variance in kind and scope, the physical education quarters can
not be standardized except for schools of similar size and types of organization.
The best school practice, however, has established definite minimum requireMerits foe gymnasiums and accessories. But these are by no means Axed. As
guides, however, they render a distinct service.
Two ,gymnasiums, one fOr girls and one for boss, are always to be desired
In high schools. In small high schools, one normal-sized gymnasium serves
the principal requirements,. but the full development of the physical education

and recreational activities of high-school students Is always more readily
'attained with two gymnasiums. In some instances one large gymnasium
divided by a movablepartition may well take the place of two separate gymnasiums,

Experience has proven that 50 by 80 feet is a normal floor space for gymnindunis, although 00 by 90 feed are better dimensions. No gymnasium should
be leo than 18 feet ander beams and truism--
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lo the matter of location the unvarying retplk-ment is that the gymnasium
This Is Impossible if it is
beloo grade or if basement rooms are used. It is essential that the &vmaw-iunt door be above grade. In some schools it is on the same level as the
melitorimn stage. Although gymnasiums may be above the out-door playground level. for purposes of convenience they should lend directly to the
1.1:0:zromel. Aside from this correlation with the out-door quarters, it is
Inviontly desirable to Institute a close connection also between the nudlt.titit. the Intuit room, and the gymnasium, in order to give eintiplete neennitandation to the socInl activities and the. community. uses of these quarter-4.
three sides ure desirable to insure plenty of sunlight and maxiW 1 1 it 1,A%
Ilium tent dation. 1V111(10WR at floor level are desirable fur natural ventilatbm.

oust rereiv maximum light and ventilation.

PiAtr 4.SWIMMING POOL, CENTRAL I11011 SCHOOL, WASIIINOTON, D. C.

miming pools are to femme valuable additioe to the physical education quartets,
they most he properly lighte4 and ventilated, and Fonstructed under the strictest Ivies
for sanitation and 'islet'',
It

T. allow for adequate spice fur wall amanitas, some of the windows should
In' set at least 7 or 8 feet from the floor.
A running track in a school gymnasium. If properly installed and banked
as it should he for speed, requires a story height of at least 24 feet. But the
limited use which eon be made of it scarcely justifies the extra cost. The
Place for the running track is out-of-doors.
If swimming pools are to become valuable additions to the physical education
quarters, they must first be properly lighted and ventilated, and constructed
under the strictest rules for sanitation and safety. The minimum standard size
of pools is 21 by 00 feet with tadequate head room for diving, at the deep end
of the pool, Unless all conditions. are tavorableto the installation, administration, and upkeep of swimming pools, they had better be omitted. Frequently, owing to faulty installation and neglect or lack of undenttandlitg.In
their core, they become a menace. It is. Scientifically possible, however, to
wake the swimming pool thoroughly sanitary and hygienic.
108205*--22----#
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A sunlit pool, with the proper Systems of water reditration, circulation, purification, and heating, in connection with a sanitary method of
handling show, bathing trunks, suits, 'and towels, is stimulating to persons
of all ages. It add; materially to the interest of the physical education activitie4 of the school, and constitutes a distinct community asset:

Rettrdless of, the quality of the water supply for the pNd, an approved
system of water filtration, purification, and heating is necessary. Since a
dip in the pool must always be preceded by a shower, the proximityi.of showers
and dressing. rooms becomes mandatory.

Separate shower, locker, and dressing rooms for boys and girls are, of
course, necessary. The number to be installed and the arrangement depend

almost wholluon the number of students to he accommodated in the physical

I'w'x 15.BOYS' GyMNASIUM, CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, WASHINGTON. P. C.
Experience has proved that 50 4'80 feet Is a minimum floor space for gymnasiums. The
24 feet under beams, and trusses.
minimum height varies from 18 feet

education quarters each period, and the method of handling cltiss groups. It
is a problem for each school. Usually 30 showers are sufficient for a claWi4 of
50 boys. More are required for girls,- /The most satisfactoiy results are
secured when showers are arranged for blth individual and multiple control.
For completeness of accessory rooms, n4 extra dressing room and several
additional lockers for visiting teams is a desirable inclusion. Drinking fountains and toilets should also be included, but the number will vary with varying
school conditions.

a Space for spectators by means of which opportunity may, be given for
viewing exercises, exhibitions, and. games is a deSirable adjunct to every
,gymnasium. There are various ways of securing such space. In the case
of two gymntsiums separated by a movable partition, one of the rooms may
be arranged with a lifting tier of seats, which may be lowered into place
whenever' desired. This arrangement will accommodate a large number of
spectators. Another plan and a more common one is the gallery arrangement,

and still another the use of the second floor corridors with dotble windows
-11
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PLATE 6.GYMNASIUM, EDWARD LEE McCLAIN HIGH SCHOOL, GREENFIELD,
OHIO.

The unvarying requirements for gymnasiums are maximum light and ventilation.

PLATE 7.--GYMNASIUM, 111011 SCHOOL, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

There are various methods of securing spice for spectators. In the case of two gymtiailums separated by a movable partition, one of the rooms may be arranged with a
lifting tier of seats which may be lowered into place whenever desired,

HIGH - SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

',ening into the gymnasium. For games such as basket ball. portable b ,achers

may be placed along the sides. In schools where the stage gymn tut.

is

,provided, the auditorium serves for spectators.
The offices for the gymnasium direCtors, the conference, medical, and examining rooms may be arranged en suite with the offices opening directly to

the gyffinasium as well as indirectly tA the vlayground. %%Immo air and
sunlight are as essential to these quarters as to the gymnasium and pools. The
installation of running water and toilets.is also important
(a

cossEeTivE (s M NASIUM.

In large schools, a small gymnasium I usually about 25 feet by 0 feet) is
sometimes provided for students vho will be benetited by special corrective
exercises, and is strongly recommended. Requirements with respect tai
air, and 'accessories listed for the regular gymnasium apply with equal force to
this room. It will4 give most efficient "s ire if located near the regular

gymnasiums.

(h) OUT-@61_,GYM

Roof gymnasiums for open-air activities are readily made avalialde by rooting
the area over the regular gymnasium. 'When properly arranged and equipped

with drinking fountains and toilets, they become' valuable for all types of
physical welfare and social activities, especially during. the warmer seasons.
(( DETACHED CY M

In many schools having adequate site and phryground it may be advantageous

to place the gymnasiums in a separate building devoted exclusively to the
physical education activit
It should be located, of course. fn proper relation
to the athletic field or out-door recreational quarters. A detached building gen, prally includes the gymnasiums, lockers, dressing and shower rooms.. toilets,
conference and medical rooms, instructors' offices, storage rooms, and a spectators' gallery of generous size.
r
IIt) CLAsSuoom S.

The three variations of classrooms in high schools include the regular classroom, the laboratory, and the study room.

It Is futile to attempt a drastic standardization of regular and laboratory
classrooms sipce their size must vary with use, equipment, and size of class.
ff they are large enough toaceommodate a normal class, which should not
exceed 30 students. waste will be reduced to a minimum. The classroom should
contain ample space for reference material. A, few larger rooms may be ineluded to meet special needs. The width of normal classrooms shoulit not be
less than 22 feet and net more than 24 feet.
Having determined] the proper-sized _unit, the plan should be arranged with
the heat and vent ducts or openings along the corridor walls, and in such manner
as will readily permit two or more units to be throln together. Partitions
between.roonis should he nonsupporting. Thus opportunity Is given for expansion from a single classroom to one and one-balf,- two, or more units, without
serious changes in Construction. The school is thus rendered elastic and capable
*
of adjustment in meeting rensottaldt, changes in the nrograni:
A single fluor for each classrom Is desirable and this should swing outward
to the corrh'lor. The part-glass door is recommended. In many schools inter;
communicating doors between classrooms are deemed advisable.
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The group plan for laboratories is usually successful. The grouping will'
'1,3100 on the correlation of subjects. On account of the special equipment,
laboratory classrooms will require a larger floor area than the regular classroom. And leaders in science teaching are recopmending a further increase in
flotir area, so that demonstrations, the student laboratory exercises, discussions,
and recitation can all be conducted in the one room. This obviates the necessity
for special lecture rooms adjacent to laboratories. If instructors' rooms and
..1reroonts are desired, it is essential that they be arranged en suite and connect
directly with the laboratories.
Tiere is no standard loilution for laboratory classrooms. The type of activiics, the method used, and the correlation desired must determine location. The
hk.st practice, however, places the 4Kieu Rural
biological litboratories upon
the ground floor. This location assures a direct connection between botany

labcatories, the greenhouses, and out-door gardens.

It also expedites the

PLATE 8. CHEMICAL LABORATORY, GROVER CLEVELAND HIGH SCHOOL.
ST. LOUIE!, MO.

on account of the special equipment, laboratory classrooms require a larger floor area
than regular classrooms.

handling of live stock or motor-driven farm machinery for demonstration purposes,in the agricultural laboratory.
In many high schools study rooms are confined to one or two. large rooms
connecting directly with the library; in small schools the study room and the
library are often combined in one room. As the number and size of study rooms
will depend upon the !idie of the school, the program of studies, and the type
qt organization. only a few definite statements can be made regarding them.
Central location convenience to stairways, and proximity to school library are
principles that apply to all types of study rooms.

1

.

PLATS 8.- BOTANY LABORATORIES (EXTERIOR ), CENTRAL 11IGII SCHOOL, MINNEAPOLIS, 11 INN.
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PLAT! 4.PLANT ROOM; ADJACENT TO BOTANY LABORATORIES, CENTR %I.
HIGH SCIIpljL, WASHINGTON, D. O.

A glassed-la area for plant'propagation, connecting directly with the botany group. is
,

sometimes preferable to greenhouses.

(C) TILE SCHOOL LIBRARY.

The school library group has become one of the most Vital, as well as interesting, features of the modern high school. It offers opportunity to school
administrators and the architect tpedepart from fixed conventions, of school
procedure. Educationally, it constitutes one of the most effective instfis; archi-

tecturally, it lends itself to characteristic treatment both ifi furniture and
decoration.

.For the small high school, ;he library &group is usually restricted to a main
reading room, a conference room, and a workroom for the librarian. In the
large-high schools, the accessory rooms qv frequently increased to several conference rooms for the group prof t work and may even include one o11 more
classrooms for library courses, store rbom, a- stack room, and room for journalistic enterpilses.

Owing to the variation in the use of the school libt'ary, the sizes of its

component parts can not besafely standardized. If, however, the main reading
and reference room accommodates 10 per cent of the student body. at a time,
and the accessory rooms are planned in relative proportion, the group should
be of sufficient size for the most extensive demands now being made of libraries.
The accessibility of the library to all parts of the building and its close connection with study rooms are essential considerations. The former necessitates

a central location, and the latter either a plan 'Whereby the_ library opens
directly into study balls at each end or connects with them by special passageway.

19
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The need for auditoriums in high schools is so obvious that a discuss:on of
tiwir function is unnecessary. As yet, however, only a few schools have realized

the possIbilltles of the auditorium as an educational factor. That it is a

socializing and recreatipnal unit has been sufficiently proved and it can become

also a vital instructional force. Its eventual development as such must be

anticipated by the school architect.
The proper size of school auditoriums has occasioned some discussion. Many
of them are overlarge In the interest of occasional large gatherings. While

there are some advantages in having auditoriums ,accommodate the entire
student body in schools of over 1,000 pupils, there are also certain dIsadvan-
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togas, and whether the result is commensurate with the cost IIIVOIVP41 is open
`'to question. The tendency in the development of auditorium work- is in the
direction of work with smaller groups, and an oversized auditorium for these
Smaller assemblies is not practical. It becomes an educational obstacle, rather
than an aid, to say nothing pf the waste space it represents.
Medium-sized auditoriums, if planned in correct relation with a stage:
gymnasium anti separated therefrom by a sound-proof movable partition, can
always be enlarged. for special occasions. Experience has proved that it is
.

altogether feasible to expand the stage to the size of a stinalutd gymnasium
and by this method to increase the seating capacity of the auditorium whenever desired. The combination stage-gymnasium also has other advantages.
It gives opportunity to view physical educational exhibitions from the midi-

14.LIBRARY. HIGH SCHOOL. FARGO, N. DAK.
The school library offers opportunity to depart from the traditions of school procedure.

toriuni and makes provision for large choruses, symphony concerts, and community .activities for which an ordinary stage is always inadequate.
The tendency in medium-sized auditoriums accommodating 600 to SOO pupils
is to eliminate balconies for the reason that they create a more difficult administrative problem and add nothing to the educational possibility of an auditorium. A sloping floor with seatings rising in amphitheater fashion from the
2 first to the second .floor level has proved most satisfactory..
A central location upon the first or main floor is usually the most satisfactory
for school auditoriums. This location will secure ease of circulation to the
main, as well as to the side or secondary corridors, and to the various floors
of the building. It is necessary to safety and efficiency of gdministration and
adds to the encouragement and convenience of community uses. In the ".open
plan " type It forms the-main .axis of the building with windows on two oppo-.
site sides. Thus unlimited natural lighting and ventilation are readily secured.
In small schools the auditorium and, gymnasium may be combined in a single
room. Such room must be planned primarily as a .gymnasium of standard

COMPONENT -PARTS OF PLANT.
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idxe with suitable walls nail protection of windows and lights. The stage can
serve as space for eq)eetntors In viewing exhibltiOns. Movable equipment Is

necessitated and space underneath the stage may be natal for its storage.
This combination although sometimes necessary Is, at best, Only a rompmmine.

e'

There can he no sloping floor, much of the gymnasium equipment Must be
eliminated. and the interior treatment is always a problem. It is. only recommended where there are not sufficient numbers to insure a reasonably consinuous use of both the auditorium and gymnasium as distinct quarters.
i

E

PE KINti .tNI) MUM(' ItOoNtS.

Vlowly allied ro the auditorium hth in its educational and arehlteettiral
aspects is the room for public speaking, dramatics., and masic. This kind of
room Is reeiitumended only for large high schools. since the larger classrooms or
sissial rooms equippedfor multiple uses serve for Oa se activities in the smaller
;ind medium-sized schools.. if the pushc rosin has a vapidly ranging from 100
to '..`o0 students at a time and is arranged like an auditorium with a sloping
bar and small stage, it will give most effieient' service. Its interior decoration and seating equipment naturally approximates that of Oar auditorium.
The location will determine its availability for community uses. If it is
placed on the ground floor, provided with an independent entrance, and equipped
with Motion-ph-We futilities. it heroines at one a serviceable room for all
kinds of -club and eivie uses for Nail K111001 and ommunit.
(F1 THE WoltH Hors.

A variety of workrooms is necesst,ry In all high schools. The number and
kind are gover.ted largely by the needs and speciai vocatiottol interests Of the
community. Owing to this variation no partitlitar procedure can be dictated.
Them are, however, certain more or less universal types of manual. netivitles
that all schools should Include, no matter what their location or special tendency
may be. Fundamental types of activities from the building holustries. wood-

working, metal, textiles, and printing belong to these general or universal

There is usually a distinction between the shop activities of junior and
senior high schools. but the distinction is one of content and method rather
than of kind. And the same distinction applies to continuation and evening
school shop courses. For the general, types of-shop activities, therefore. the
same kind of shop areas And equipment will serve all classes of students. Local
situations and desires will condition quarters for extensions and specializations
in the senior high and evening schools.
Shops are best located outside the main walls of the building on the ground
floor and connected thereto by corridors. In this locution they offer the least
disturbance to the rest of the school, are easy of access for supplies, disposal

of finished work, and shop refuse.' Here they can also take the form of onestory structures with top or factory light, and can be expanded almost indetinitelyrestricted only by the site.
In planning shop areas the most approved method consists of large spates
capable of subdivisions by means of unit-type movable partitions. Elasticity.
of plan is especially desirable in shops and this method will secure it. Proper
grouping is also permitted by allowing one or more large undivided areas to

each drpartment or general type of work.
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PLATE -19.WOODWORKING SHOP, GROVER CLEVELAND HIGH SCHOOL,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

In planning shop areas the most approved method consists of large spaces eapable of
subdivision by means of unit-type, movable partitions.

PLATE 20.WOODTORNING SHOP, GROVER CLEVELAND HIGH SCHOOL,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

Fundamental types of activities from the building and metal trades should be offered
in all high schools.
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PLATE 21.METAL WORKING SHOP, GROVER CLEVELAND HIGH SCHOOL,
RT. LOUIS. MO.

Shops are best located outside the main walls of the building, on the ground floor and
connected thereto by corridors. Here they can take the form of one-story structures,

with top or factory light, and can expand almost indefinitely, being limited only.. by
the,site,

PIA Ts 22.PRINT SHOP; CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.
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(0) COMMERCIAL ROOMS.

Bookkeeping, penman:31)in, stenography, typewriting, banking, and office prac-

tice constitute the general group of commercial subjects. The requirements
for these related-activities will vary from two rooms of normal size to a large
group of rooms of various sizes. As the commercial gubjecta are becomine
increasingly popular, it is advisable to locate the group where it can easily
expand. The shop plan of reserving large areas for these activities and subdividing as needs demand by part-glaSs partitions has proved satisfactory in
large high schools.

PLATE 23.COMMERCIAL GROUP, CENTRAL HIgII KHOOL, MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.

( H ) HOME ECONOMICS.

The home economics group includes the laboratories usedifoNteaching foods,
Clothing, and housekeeping, also millinery, dressmaking, laundering, child care,

and home nursing: In some schools the laboratories for the 'related grdup of
applied arts such as interior decoration, pottery, and textiles are also included
and may be arranged adjacent to the home-making group. A classroom may be
. added for purposes of lectures and discussions in connection with the various
activitJes in this group' of laboratories.
It is especially important that the home-economics department'be located
where the conditions of light, ventilation, and sanitation are conducive to
good work and exemplify good American standards of living.
The sizes of htome-economici3 rooms must depend on the type of equipment
desired and to some extent also on the method of instruction. Both of these

matters need to be determined in advance, particularly the former, for the
reason that water and gas supplies and wastes can then be definitely located
and installed; otherwise costly changes and much unnecessary expense may
.result
4
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viATE 24.ART ROOM, GROVER CLEVELAND HIGH SCHOOL, ST. LOUIS, MO.

MATZ 25.CLOTHING ROOM, HIGH SCHOOL, FARGO, N. DAK.
Note the harmonious relationship of equipment to else of room.

In small and medium-sized schqols, sewing, garment-making, and millinery
may be taught in the same room, since the space and equipment required for
these distinct lines of handwork aie similar ; but in large schools it is usually
necessary to provide a room for each subject.
A
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PLAT! 28.LUNCH ROOM, (MOVER CLEVELAND HIGH SCHOOL, ST. LOGS, MO.

I LUNCH ROOMS.

The capacity 'of the lunch room should depend upon the size and the organi-

zation of the school., It may range from one -fifth to one-half of the total
number of pupils enrolled. it is generally desirable to provide for the latter
number so that the entire school may be comfortably seated at lunch,in two
sections.

For convenience of service, maximum safety, and to avoid congestion in
the building duffing the lunch period, lunch rooms and kitchens should be
placed on the ground floor, even though the home economics room S are on the
upper floor. It is frequently a matter of convenience and eeonotn3,, however,
if the lunch room is connected with the home-rnakibg rooms. It should be given
as much outside light as possible, and, above all, both lunch room and kitchen
should be thoroughly ventilated. and arranged so that the odors of cooking can
not penetrate the building.

The lunch room 4hould have a long service counter between it and the

kitchen. The plan should facilitate rapid service and efficient administration.

Adequate space for supplies, and for toilet and locker facilities for the kitchen
help is necessary.
NoNINSTRUCTIoNAL

From.40 to 60 per cent of floor space in school. buildings is ordinarily devoted to uses other than instructional activities. That 'there should be such a

difference in the amount of noninstructional space is evidence that more
efficient planning of floor space its necessary.

Yet no definite number of square

feet, can be prescribed on account of the need of variation in different sizes
and types
schools. More'than 50 per tent of floor space, however, Is seldom
required. Aside from corridors and stairways, this space is..absorbeci by
offices, rest rooms, storerooms, locker,.and accessory room. Lunch rooms are
.
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usually Included but In some salmis they serve definitely for instructional
purposes, and so can not nlways he classified as ninirnstiketional space.
The area of administrative rooms should depend on the size of the school.
In small schools the office suite may be limited to a single outlet' nail accegeory
room. unless quarters must be provided for the board of education and super,
inteollent of schools. In large schools the administrative rooms may include

q general other, a 'private oflim for the principal, a vault for the storage of
school records. and a toilet and coat room. They should also include rooms
for ether supervisory officers aside from the principul. A book room may be
added but most schools find it more convenient for book rooms to adjoin supply

rooms. The manna location for the administrative rooms is on the first floor
near the main entrance.

/

Teachers' rest roiims may be considered part of the administrative group:
although it is not always possible nor even desirable to locate them adjacent
to the administrative rooms. Whether or not more than one room is necessary
nitl depend chiefly on the size. of the school. Locker and toilet facilities are
necessary In the rest room. In meillum-sized and large high schools a teacher's
workroom should be provided. which may he used as headquarters for teachers
not having home room classes. It May well he near the library and equipped
with suitable desks or tables.
In many schools it is deemed desirable to central& storeroom space on
the ground floor. In others it is subdivided by reserving space on each floor.
Where this plan is used, the rooms may be arranged en stack. and in large
plants a freight elevator from basement to each floor opening to the storerooms will bc_ of unlimited service. Ifan elevator is Installed it must be

safeguarded in such manner as will preclude the use of it by the students
or inexperienced personfras0( should be constructed and inch/sell in accordancv With strict fireimotection methods. Otherwise it may become a serious
menace to the safety of the building.

An office and storeroom for the custodian and a locker room with toilets
and shower baths for the janitor, are essential. For convenience and accessihility these rooms are best located near the meelianicul plant. A direct Connoel ion to the secondary entrances is recommended.

Lockers may he grouped in well-lighted and ventilated rooms or they may
he placed in alcoves open to the secondary corridors. They may also be recessed along the secondary corridors. In say case they must be provided with
a proper. system of ventilation. Lockers should never be placed in main corridors, for in this location they constitute a needless obstruction to the free'
circulation and preclude the proper placing of appropriate decorations sucif as
casts, statuary; HMI paintings. Many schools use the well-lighted spacious main
corridors for permanent as well us temporary exhibits,
The best practice distributes toilets on each floor aid arranges them enstack
In order to Minimize vertical travel :11111 eollullIiZO on runs of piping. If vestibuled from the corridors, the necessary privacy will be secured. Maximum light
and ventila ion are mandatory. In fact. a special %Amid:Wag fan which can
be operate Independently of the general ventilating system is
frequently installed
d is always recoMmended when direct outside light and natural
ventilation are limited.
No definite standards as to number of toilet fixtures have as yet been accepted.
It Is therefore a matter of judgment. Ordinarily, one sent for every 2.5 girls
and one-half seat and one, urinal for every 25 boys serve requirewnts.
Aside from the washbowls provided in shops, libraries, laboratories, administrative, accessory,
and rest rooms, One washbowl for every tatI pupils should bs
A
distributed in the toilet rooms.
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One drinking bubbler for every 50 pupils Is necessary. The distribution ofthese in the corridors on all floors and In the gymnasiums will give most ell
dent service. The number in each corridor will depend on needs. Usually the
greatest number is required °Ole main floor. Several drinking fountains are
necessary for the grounds, but In the colder climates they must be installed so
that the water can be turned of: during freezing temperatures. The type ok
equipment may vary from the simple sanitay bubbler to an elaborate system'"'
of circulating ice-cooled water for the Building. Fountains of the best sanitary
type anti self-closing ptfttern to avoid waFtte of water are recommended.:

ir*
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PLATE 29.TYPICAL TOILET ROOM.

Toilet rooms siliould be distributed on each floor and arranged en stack, in order to
minimize vertical travel and economize on runs of piping. They should be equipped
with a special ventilating fan which can be operated independently of the general
s, vendlilting system.

(K I THE MECHANICAL PLANT.

The mechanical plant includes the boiler room, storage space for fuel and
ashes, room for the heating and ventilating apparatus, the water heaters, and
the necessary steam accessories. The larger the school the greater the space
0-

required.
(Il) BOILER AND FUEL BOOM.

The best. practice places boiler and fuel rooms, outside the main wallsof the
building, not only -for maximum safety, but also for convenienge of espanslon.
Many schools suffer a serious handicap through Inadequate fuel staiage capacity.

In the,colder climates it is well toarrange storage space for a full winter's
supply. ..Moiler rooms require convenient storage space for ashes, and a mechanical means for their removal should always be provided.

.,

.
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(h) HEATING AND VENTILATION.

itteeflt investigation gives some credence to it theory that our present prac!Iv of supplying constant quentities of fresh air it incorrect, and that air purlilation can be secured through recirculation alai waiting, depeuding upon the
leakage around door and window openings for the fresh air supply. Carbon
dioxide Is not the cause of bad air as we have been led to believe. Undoubtedly,
the essentials to good ventilation are adequate air movement, proper 14uniditY.normal temerature, and the absence of dust and odors.

Ventilating systems are usually planned upon the theory that a constant inflow and outflow of air is necessary to a wholesome condition in the classroom.
31any states have enacted legislation requiting the generally recognized static'.

ard of 30 or 40 eithic feet per
1111141 for high schools.

Ventila -

ing plants have been designed 4
this quantity and force it

through the building and out.
without draft or discomfort. In
a well - proportioned and properly
designed plant it IS possible not

only to meet this standard, but
also to make the intiowing air
purer than the air of the playgrounds by washing it and re!III suspender) matter.
Furt1 'rniore. the temperature

moving

of the air as
%veil as the volume can be kept

under reasonable control at all
Much of the dissatisfaction
aiming schoolmen with heating
and ventilating systems is due to
liproper design. installation, or

The basic principles
of the plants are founded upon
handling.

sound mechanical laws. Experts

are required to plan and install
theni and a thorough underPLAT! 30.A DRINKING FOUNTAIN.
standing of the fundamentals,
least, is required of those who operate theta.
In the interest of economical operation the heating system should be installed
so that rooms like the auditorium, library, the offices, and others may be separately heated and ventilated. This plan obviates 'the necessity of operating
the entire plant when only part of the building is in use.

In the warmer climates it is entirely possible to combine the heating and
ventilating plant in a straight Plenum system, heating the building hi means of
the warm air which constantly passes throughlt. In thecolder climates, howeverfit is necessary to Install direct radiation throughout the building to compensate for the heat Messes. Then, again, in the warmer climates; where windows

may be opened almost constantly, ventilation may be .reduced to auditoriums,
toilets, and such other -rooms as may specially require it) in some instances
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ventilation for these roms tray be omitted. One advantage in ventilating an
nuditorium in warm climates lies In the fact that with the apparatus properly
arranged the comfort of the occupants may be increased by reason of the fact
that air motion in warm weather from wind or fans increases bodily comfort.
(C) LIGHTING (ARTIFICIAL).

Evening-classes and dark days make artificial lighting ccessary in all high
schools. Gas lighting.will not gKe the required result Without vitiation of the
Mr. The problem is reduced to an electric lighting system of proper distribu-

tion. approximating as closely as possible the effect of daylight.
Schoolroom electric lighting is constantly-undergoi g a change.forethe better,

owing to the more efficient lamp units now being furnished by yrogressfte
makers of electrical. appliances. The tendency seems to 1w in the direct ion of
semidirect fl;tures properly placed to avoid shadowing. If they are of suffielent

size and number to give on average intensity of not less than 5-foot candles
over the desk or working area to be served, satisfactory lighting should result.
For laboratories, shops, Und other quarters where special types of activities are
carried on, it is well to increase the intensity to S-foot candles. Auditoriums,
music, and dramatic rooms. and main corridors should have semldirect, or indirect lighting. To secure satisfactory yesults the foot candle intensity must
he computed for there quarters as well- as for all other rooms.
In many localities it is advisable for individual school plants to imufacture
their own light and paver. For large high schools this plan is often a point of
economy..
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(a) 'CLOCKS, BELLS, FIRE ALARM, TELEPHONE.

No high school is complete without a program clerk and bell system. The
simplest system consists of a program or master clork in the general office -inn'
hells in the various rooms. These bells are rung automatically for the interchange of classes and dismissal by the program device. More elaborate systems.provide clocks in all rooms, synchronized or controlled by the niaster clock
end program device in the general office. Whatever device may be installed.

It should be supplemented by a syStem of hand-operated signals from the
office.

A properly installed clock system may-serve for fire alarms. but many schools
prefer separate signals. In fact, the school codes of stone States require distinct
fire alarms.
A telephone syglem connecting the office with at least all departments of the
school is necessary in all high schools.
f-

(e) VACUI'SI CLEANING.

Every high school should be equipped with a portable or other vacuum cleaning system. This method is to be preferred to any other on account of its

sifperior sanitary advantages. The electric driven portable vacuum cleaner
with several machines placed on each floor which can be plugged in at frequent

intervals In the corridors and in each room is probably the most satisfactory
apparatus for general adoption. Cleaning by the vacuum method is harder
Work and requires more time than cleaning by ordinary methods, and unless
apparatus is Installed to minimize both of these difficulties it can not be used
effectively or economically. The piping of a vacuum-cleaning syst-ain Is subject
to,great wear, due to the sand-blast effect of the dirt .during its removal. For
this reasonpiping shoUld be Installed in such manner as to be readily repaired
er.rePlaeed.

EQUIPMENT.
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(14 PROVISION FOR VISUAL INSTRUCTION.

The installation of mtion-picture Machines and the projetograph in high
schools creates problems that the architect must understand and solve if maximum :safety and educational returns are to result.
Mot ion-picture machines are elfIssified by' the National Board of -Fire Under. writers into'two types: (a) Standard machines which require fireproof booths;
mid /iv portable machines. The standard machines should always be installed
in auditoriums since much of the visual instruction is given in eonneetion with
auditorium activities. It is scarcely possible and not at all desirable to install
fireproof booths In classrooms. The portable machine may be used safiqy in
any room. The lighting circuit Of the ordinary classroom Is suffielent for the
opera t ion of such a tmwhine, as 660 watts meets requirements.

The size of the fireproof booth will depend largely on the type ot standard
It ned24 to be large enough for the operator to walk freely
on either side anti back of the machine. The booth, of course. must -be built
of fireproof 'materials. The electric wiring must be installed in metal conduit
with approved fittings. No portable cords,exeept those necessary for a proper
amehine installed.

connection with the machine, should he permitted.

VI. INTERIOR FINISH AND TRIM.
The most. successful interior, like the exterior, is simple and straight:
forw;ad. All auddings and projections need to be eliminated and wOodwork'
reduced to a- minimum.. Plaster jambs, protected by imbedded metal corner

beads, with glazed brick -or vitreous tile-sills, replace the usual wood trim
-around all windows, The baseboard should he flush with the plaster wall and
coved
the floor. If wainscotinp are desired, they should be of vitreous tile
or of semiglazeal or vitreous brick In light color.
All plaster surfaces shouhl be finished smooth and hard.. If. painted in lead
and oil in appropriate topes and stippled, a finish can be obtained which will
be washable. 'It will also possess maximum light-reflecting qualities under
natural as well as artificial light.
The ideal Hoof for American schools is yet to be found. English wood block
floors, much used in England and Scotland, are ideal, but are too expensive to
'make their use general In America. Maple seems to be the most satisfactory
'material on account of its close grain and wearing qualities. Where a cheaper
floor is desired edge - grained southern pine gives good satisfaction. Cement is
used frequently for corridors, but is objectionable on account of its hardness,
color, and liability to dusting unless. painted. Battleship linoleUni IS fast
coining into favor for classroom floors, as well as for corridors and stairways.
As a sanitary floor it perhaps stands in the lead. It is noiseless, resilient, and

in its best grades, if properly laid, will outlast oak or maple: Toilet rooms
require vitreous or nonabsorbent tile.

VII. EQUIPMENT.
The selection of equipment for the component parts of the building requires
as much careful thought as the planning of the buikling. Lack of foresight and
Judgment in matters- of equipment has resulted In all sorts of improper, impractical, and maladjusted furniture in scores of high schools. Only too fre
quently- do we find interiors, otherwise attractive end planned with, the utmost
care, marred by poorly designed and ill - fitting equipment.

HIGH-SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.

First of all, the equipment plan needs to be developed with the building plan.
In fact, no definite slept] can be taken in determining the proper site of lassrooms, shops, auditoriums, libraries, anti other rooms before determining. the
character and size Of the equipment to be installed. This is the logical prot-elldiseovered Ni
ure. and if it is Ignored a number of errors will untionblfdly
too late to rectify them. The second clnsideration is the design, workartship,
and finish. . These should harmonize with the interior finish and trim of the
building, Location of equiment with respect to lighting, circulation; ,and free
working space is the final consideration.

There is a tendency toward more movable furniture for Classrom work.
Fortunately, there is also a tendency toward Improves:tent in the quality, workmanship, and design of equipment. But whether movable or fixed. whether fActory-miie or specially designed. the close correlation between the equipment
plan and building plan merits full attention.
.

$

VIII. SUMMARY.
-..

High school buildings,41re all other .sehot buildings, are indigenous and can
hot be successfully transplanted. Each school building is an indivklunl problem,
A successful-school in bil0-seontinunl t y may.prove an eduationai'misItt in litother. Schools mar=t be planned for the communities they are to serve for the
reason that the health, educational, vocational. and recreational requirements
are variable factors dypentient,on bleat needs Situ desires.
The selection of an adequate Sod itrloperly located site k of primary hotter.
tance to provide for future additioos, to escalw noise and other nuisances, and to
give ample phiyground, lawn, and garden space, as well as tO provide a proper
setlingeof the_ building.

Maximum safety, adequate and properly-distributed lighting, and good venti-

lation must be the eternal watchwords in the building of schools. They are
dependent. primarily upon officient planning mid tire - resistive methods of construction. Adequate number and proper location of stairways and exits, the
elimination of basements, and the isolation of the Nit411;1111(11i plant are of tla.
greatest importance to safety. Correct orientation, the open plan, adequttle and
--,

properly distributed window area are the guiding factors in lighting and
ventilation.

.

Elasticity of the building plan is-essential in order that the building may toe
readily adapted to necessary changes in education. The expansion of any unit
or group of units should be possible with a minimum expense. ..
The true worth of a building is in its working efficiency. Therefore, ani.italmate relationship must exist betwen the liuilding phm'and he educational plan,
The success of a school building depends not only upon sound architectural
Judgment, but also upon a thorough knowledge of schools,inethods of Miministration, and educational tendencies. Such knowledge is netvssary on the part
a
of the school planner, if school buildings are tit give maxim tn service.
Although there are two methods of selecting an architect, through emnpetition
or by direct appointment, the latter is by far the better plan. \Thearchitect who
has proved his architectural and executive ability by a nu Ji;ber of efficiently
;named and well- executed high-school buildings will natural! render the most
efficient. service.

1

.

_
1

ArchitecturallY, school buildings both in their, Interior and exterior treatment should constitute a direct appeal to the best anti noblest biatincts. In their.
architectural design, setting, and decoration they should creme an environment
indicative of the: highest standards.
I

\.

Part II.
* I. SMALL HIGH SCHOOLS.

1-0

-STORY VS. TWO-STORY BUILDINGS.

For small high schools, the one-story plan deserves consideration. Where
lard is not too expensive. olhis type may be practical and economical. The
hail( Ideal exits from the various rooms. make fireproof construction (metes?sary. No space Is .required for stairwaps, and lighter construction may be
used throughout the building.

For inilium-sizol and large schools, however. the advantages of the onestory building are not apparent. The building must be spread over a 'greet
area, requirim; a site of abnormal size In the building alone. Including the
out-door physical education areas, the site must be about 15 per cent lar7var
(Ilan dal required for Our more compact. two-story building. In the .coldFr
owing to extvssive roof and foundation
and.toluplications in the
heating awl ventilating system by reason of exeessively long runs of piping,
the gage-story large slhool is both impractical and extravagant.
2. THE JUNIOR-SENIOR PLANT.

In a eomunity in which the total number of pupils in the junior and
senior high schools does not exceed 1,0(K), it is advisable to erect a single
bungling for. both schools. The first cost of one building of a given capacity
is

loss than two buildings of the some total tupacity. The cost of main-

tenanor is also less. Furthermore, the (inpliation of such facilities as shops,
gymnasiums. and auditoriums is avoided with the consolidated plant, to say
nothing of the advantages to administration and supervision.
When the student population requires separate huildings for the two schools,

proper zoning of the city and a plan for securing the correct relationship
between Junior and senior plants become necessary. It is obvious that the
Kent
s ols need to be central to the groups of junior plants. The distance
etweet the schools ileals naturally upon density of population.

3. MULTIPLE USES.

To include as great a variety of rooms in a small or medium -sized high
school .as Is common for a large school would entail excessive cost per pupil,
or else result in rooms too small for effective use. If, however, rooms are
so constructed that they may be used for different purimses at different times,

tired a small building can, at reasonable cost; provide for all the more important needs of the school. Therefore, In planning a building for.a small
or medium-sized high school, the principle of multiple use should be applied.
Several applications of this principle are described in the following:
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(A) GYMNASIUM-AUDITORIUM.'

A single large room may serve as gymnasium and auditorium. For this
purpose the floor should be at least 50 by 70 feet and the clear height not
less than 18 feet. In order that it may serve as an auditorium, there shquld
be provided a stage of generous size and a convenient storage for auditorium
and gymnasium floor apparatus. By giving the stage sufficient elevation the space below nlay be used for such storage.
The superiority of one large room for both gymnasium and auditorium over
two smaller rooms is readily understood. A steall gymnasium is of little value
and an auditorium with it capacity ii.%ss.than 500 is limited us to Service.

The combined rooni should he planned primarily' as a gymnasium, with
simple and dignified treatment of the walls.42stered walls must be avoided.
Fixed apparatus must, of course, be restricted. It is especially important.
that the room have direct sunlight and maximum ventilation, both natural and
artificial. For this reason the gymnasium should extend to the roof. Top
light and extra ventilation can then be introduced if desired.
(B) GYMNASIUM -LUNCH ROOM.

In a small high school, the gymnasium may also serve as a recreation and

&

lunch rooni. The periods just before and after lunch need not he used hi
such .a school for physical exercises. iii
,case it becomes necessary for

the school kitchen to articulate with t

qhnsium. In some plans it. will
hq feasible to have the lunch counter inside the kitchen and accessible4 to the.
gymnasium by means of sliding sash above the counter. Where wore room
is available, a .§eparate lunch room may be plaqed convenient to both kitchen

and gymnasium.
(C) LIBRARY-STUDY HALL, OR !ABRAM RECITATION ROOM.

In small high schools the library awl study hull may be combined in sue
room or the library may he of classroom size-and arranged,to care for classes
in English, history, or civics under a teacher-librarian. If a small conference
room is added, separated from the library by a part -glum; partition, a few
pupils can use library books while recitations are being conducted by the
teacher - librarian. Such a conference room will he useful at other times for
committee and miscellaeous conference porposes.
In no case should a school library he-pinced in a small, inaccessible room,
for then it is not 1
e. kept open and made attractive. A collection of

books, no matter
cellent,' does net constitute an effective library,
Efficiency can inly be sta d in, tgrms of actual use.
.

(n) PHYSICS- CHEMISTRY LABORATORY.

.

Physics and cherhiatry may he taught in the same laboratory if care is exercised in the seleetio4 of equipment. The convertible type of laboratory table
Is most desirable in a combination room of this kind. It Is advisablelo include
set of recitation chairs. Ample storage for the physics apparatus so that it
will not he injured by the chemical fumes Is an imporialit factor.
(E) BIOLOGY-AGRICULTURE LABORATORY.

Biology and agriculture may be taught in the same room, since there is a
IL,

close relationship between time two subjects, and also since the laboratory .for
either subject should be located on the floor most accessible to the grounds.'
The fixed equipment, If carefully selected; will serve for both subjects.

JUNIOR ANNEXES, ETC.
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II. JUNIOR ANNEXES TO HIGH SCHOOLS AND THE ALTERATION OF OLD BUILDINGS.
Planning annexes to present school buildings, elementary or high,. for junior
higl-school uses should involve no serious difficulties, providing the site is of
adequate size to enable their erection without impairing the lighting and ventilation of the existing buildings.
Old buildings of the tradijional typaare rarely planned for easy and logical
alterations. Frequently the most ,satisfactory solution is the adoption of the
group plan. Butthts can not he attempted unless the site is of such generous
proportions as will admit of -additional buildings, their proper grouping with
one another for eorrelation-of departments, and the preservation of light and
air.. In some cases the old building may be utilized for administration rooms
and those departments best suited to its plan. The science, shop, auditorium,

athletic, and other activities can then be arranged around it in buildings of
moderate size. These may be added from time to time with the growth of
the schoel, or as the program of studies may require. In any event, the plan
shou:d he al-waged with 'a view' of finally replacing the old blinding with a new
one, titling it in as efficiently as possible with the group plan adopted.
Every problem in the alteration of old buildings and the building of annexes
to preseht huildings,must necessarily be an individual,one. Wean lie success-.
fully solved,only by a careful consideration of all eletnents involved. It may
he helpful to include with this report an example of a o)non problem.
ALTERATION PROBLEM.
-

Iu the problem presented we have an old high-school building, typical of those
erected about 1:x11), and, as was usual at that time, witaut regard to the possibilities of 4.XtPlItil011 for future growth. It is located upon a site adequate per-

haps for present needs, but it is desired to enlarge the manual training and
domestic arts accommodations, add auilitorium and gymnasium facilities, a
new heating.and ventilating system. and other features which go to make up a
well-correlated high school for junior as well as senior purposes.
The inilititng is a three-story one of ordinary construction. It has an assembly room occupying the greater portion of its second and third floors. This it is
desired to alter into classrooms. The taxing or bonding power of the district
will not furnish sufficient means to fireproof the present building. Indeed, it
will barely suffice-to provide the additional rooms. At the same time, the high'
school accommodatiOns lutist be doubled to meet existing demands.
In writing about the building, the chairman of the building committee says:
Our building has been built about 1 3-ears, and lacks a lot of being modern.

But 1 Mike it is possible by alterations and annexes to make it an adequate

and satisfactory building at a -much more moderate cost than a new one. Beskies. I believe we shall have no*trouble in voting bonds to remodel and I fear
we should for at new building. If it were necessary to put tip a new building.
we could not vote enough bonds for A or 10 .years because of the limitations
and the present bonded indebtedness, but we can vote enough to remodel and
add to the present structure, and there is a sentiment here in favor of so doing.
Such problems are typical of those confronting schoohnen everywhere. In
their solution, the essentials to be kept in mind generally are: A gymnasium
and auditorium arranged to serve maximum school and community uses, facilities for vocational work, enlarged spare for the heating and ventilating plant,
accommodations for a double enrollment, and the maintenance throughout of
safety. sanitation, and proper lighting,
'
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Referring again to the problem, it may be stated that the changes in the structural or bearing walls of the old building should be of such a nature ib4 to require no serious alterations or expense. On account of the nontireproof character 'Of the building, additional stairways may be neceshary. In the.alterat ion of
old buildings for high-school uses, it is possible to provide additional stairwaysand exits and locate them so as to eliminat all danger.
The plans presented herewith give tl . arrangement of each floor of the old
building, parallel .with the proposed ew one, in such manner as will eatble
them to be studied' together. It will be noted that the auditorium and 1.*tima-
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Ground -floor plan, old hulldipg.
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Slum have been placed at grade along the north and south lot lines, accessible
for general as well as school uses, and in st...ch a position that the lighting of
the rooms in the old building will ,not be impaired. The gymnasium is of

standard size, and is provided with a spectator's gallery, and locker and

,

shower bath facilities for both boys and girls. The auditorium with a seating
capacity of 750 Is placed symmetrically with the gymnasium. A cross corridor
has been carried entirely through the ground floor from north to south uniting
the" group. Behind this the mantfal training and domestic art departments
have. been placed.
In the arrangement of the home economics rooms, the cooking room is placed

text 'to the lunch room. The latter is provided with a general storeroom for
supplies. The laundry Is placed in the old building, near at hand, and the
sewing room and housekeeping suite' are arrangefl!qver. the lunch room. The
division of the home economics group is of course, unfortunate and but servel(:
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to prove that in an alteration problem the approach to the ideal is, in many
cases, somewhat remote. On the other side of the building there are three shop
roomsand a generod room for mechanical drawing.
The large rooms in the basement of the old building, entirely unfitted. for
classes, can be used for locker' rooms and toilets. The removal of the furnaces gives additional space. allowing the full complement of lockers to be

installed in such manner a* td obring about a logical division of the basement for privacy without disturbing the circulation of the corridors.
Steam will be furnished from a. municipal plant. It is necessary only

to provide'space for the ventilating fans, and this is located central to the
enlarged group in the old building.
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ALTERATION PROBLEM.
Fid-floor WW1: old building.

On' the first floor of the old building, the large rooms along the front give
opportunity tor the administration room of the school, as well, as offices for
the board of education arni superintendent of schools. The rooms of abnormal
depth now used as a classroom and a cooking room are reduced in depth,

thus improving their natural lighting, and at the same time providing the
necessary floor space for a general science laboratory with/apparatus room, a
classroom, and a large general storeroom.
A girls' toilet is moved to provide for the additional stairway, located in

such manner as will improve the general safety of the building and the
circulation between the rear basement corridor and the upper floors of the
old building. The remaining space on this floor, without serious changes, gives
three satisfactory classrooms.
On the second floor, the space now occupied by the aggembly room. Provides

for a laboratory, the coMmerciel department, and three classrooms, and the
space tilting the front gives, opportunity for the introduction of a library study'
roomand two class units.
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The third floor space. poyv occupied by the upper. hart of the assembly room,

enables the introduction of another laboratory, four classrooms and an hrt
room, and the live classrooms along the front may remain intact.
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ALTERATION HU/Mi.:NI.
Second-floor plan, old building.

Thus provision is made for a .total id :14 classes with Study, gynavisitna,
auditorium, and lunch facilities, within t he prescribed limits of t It. site
without loss of natural lighting and at minimum cost to the community.
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From the solution described and Illustrated it must be apparent that t-he
survessful working out of the alteration of an old high school for enlarged
school uses can not be given in any but the must general terms. A careful
oxiiminotion 91 the ,planpreseqted hermith must. make it apparent tcxrthe
reader 0041 observer that at best the solution of the problem is but a ,series of
rQoprolws. The degree of success of such filtered aril enlarged buildlngs is
entirely dependent upon the care with which all the controlling elements are.
%veigiti,1 and measured.
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